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Lexibook launches INTERPRETOR® II, the voice and photo translator to 

translate instantly up to 137 languages!  

 

 

Following the success of Interpretor® last year, Lexibook presents today its new translator. 

Combining the best of its linguistic expertise with the latest artificial intelligence 

technologies, Interpretor® II is a new model with cutting edge capabilities. 

You speak, it translates! Interpretor® II can translate up to 137 languages over Wi-Fi, but can 

also work offline with 14 of the most common languages. Each 

translation is written on the screen and, for most languages, also 

spoken. It offers enhanced translations delivered faster than ever 

before, and benefits from regular software updates.  

 

Interpretor® II adds a 5MP camera that allows for photo translation, 

opening up more possibilities like translating a document, a 

restaurant menu, or any sign encountered. Perfect for professionals 

thanks to its recording function, it can record important messages, 

conferences, and translate them easily. These memos can even be 

transferred in text and audio on a computer.    
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The new design features a stunning silver metal finish and a 

bigger 2.4’’ touchscreen display. Interpretor® II includes a long-

lasting rechargeable battery combined with a Type-C USB 

charging port. It supports earphones thanks to its audio jack. 

Built for the most versatile uses, it’s the perfect language 

companion for tourists, students, and business workers. 

 

Available at e-commerce retailers and on www.lexibook.com 

Reference: NTL3000 / PVPGC: £164.00 

 

Scan to watch the video: 

 
 

14 languages supported without connection:  

Chinese (simplified, traditional), Dutch, English (Australia, United 

Kingdom, U.S.), French (France), German, Italian, Japanese, 

Korean, Portuguese (Brazil), Spanish, and Russian. 

Up to 137 languages via Wi-Fi:  

Armenian, Afrikaans, Arabic, Bosnian, Bulgarian, Basque, Catalan, 

Cantonese, Chinese Mandarin (simplified, traditional), 

Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English (Australia, United 

Kingdom, USA), Estonian, Finnish, Filipino, Fijian, French (Canada, 

France), Georgian, German (Austria, Germany, Switzerland), Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, 

Icelandic, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Khmer, Korean, Lao, Latvian, Lithuanian, Malay, Mongolian, 

Nepali, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese (Portugal, Brazil), Romanian, Russian, Slovak, 

Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tamil, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Urdu, Vietnamese, Zulu…and many more. 

 

About Lexibook®: 

Lexibook® is the European specialist in electronic linguistic and educational devices. Pioneer 
in 1992 with the introduction of the first electronic dictionary, Lexibook has been constantly 
innovating to ease the communication between people. Lexibook® is listed on EURONEXT 
(Alternext: 3359). With more than 25 million products on the market, the company currently 
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sells one product every ten seconds around the world! For more information, please visit: 
www.lexibook.com 
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